
Natural Gas White Papers
From the Haynesville and Marcellus shale powerhouses to new dry gas plays such as EOG’s Austin Chalk/Eagle
Ford Dorado development, gas-weighted producers are looking to 2021 with renewed optimism. This time, the
enthusiasm isn’t only based on Old Man Winter. Natural Gas Supply Association Chairman and BP gas marketing
head Orlando Alvarez breaks down key production and demand variables, while experts weigh in on how the
build-out of infrastructure and growth in LNG exports are underpinning market bulls and brightening the
prospects for an extended run of stronger fundamentals.

Stimulation & Completion
Are in-basin sand supplies the best long-term choice to maximize production, recovery rates, and overall field
economics? Bright minds continue to assess how proppant selection is as integral to long-term completion
performance as proppant and fluid intensities in each perforation cluster. Guest authors share insights about
how new pump designs and automated systems are optimizing plug-and-perf efficiencies, what “smart” tracers
can reveal about frac hits, and how geomechanical modeling can predict trouble spots to optimize every stage of
long-lateral completions.

Insurance Update
If the industry’s experience this year has proven anything, it is that operators must manage business risk,
whether their onshore and offshore operations are at home or abroad. The December issue reveals specialized
insurance coverage options, and shows how novel training programs have come to the rescue in helping
operators incorporate HS&E best practices throughout all of their drilling, completion and production operations
for a safer and more efficient tomorrow.

Advertising files are due for the December issue by November 25. 
Please call 1-800-847-8301 to reserve your space today! 
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Timing is everything. Producers are carefully watching market signals to lock in hedges that will offset
price risk, while running every aspect of their operations with pinpoint precision. The same goes for
companies that need to make sure decision makers know about their latest technologies and services.
When is the right time to market? As often as possible, which means that the end of one of the industry’s
toughest years is also a smart time to prepare for a better one!
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